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Determine Your Band Size 

To choose your band size, take a snug measurement of your under bust measurement on 
bare skin. This measurement should not be tight, you should be able to inhale and exhale with 
the tape measure in place. For the most accurate measurement, be sure to keep the tape 
measure parallel to the floor.

Determine Your Upper Torso Shape 

These patterns have multiple options to accommodate different body shapes. Not all women 
have the same difference between their over bust/chest and their under bust measurements. 
The over bust or chest measurement is taken on bare skin above the breast tissue. This 
measurement is also taken snug (but not tight - you should be able to inhale and exhale). 

Using the difference between your under bust and over bust/chest measurements, select the 
torso shape appropriate for your band size from the chart below. The form provided in the 
product listing will recommend the best size for your measurements as well as give you the 
amounts you use to alter the band on page7 to fit your exact measurements.

Determine Your Underwire Style

Determining the underwire style for your bra is the trickiest part. Every individual has different 
needs when it comes to underwires. Some individuals have a narrow breast, some have a wide 
breast, some have a tall breast, some have a short breast, some have a flat breast and some 
have a round breast. Each breast type has a different wire requirement.

I have created these patterns so you can choose your pattern by your wire as well as your 
measurements. The bands are separated by wire style, so you only need the band for the wire 
style you need. If you are unsure of which wire style you need, get some flexible wire and mold 
it around the bottom of your breast. 

Take the shape of the molded wire and line it up to our size charts for the best match. Note 
that you may require two different wire sizes for the best possible fit. Please note that these 
patterns were all drafted for the wires available at Porcelynne.com. For wires purchased 
elsewhere, I cannot guarantee they will fit our patterns. Adjustments may be required.
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Band Size 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

Under Bust 
Measurement
Imperial (inch)

26-27 28-29 30-31 32-33 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-41 42-43 44-45 46-47 48-49 50-51

Under Bust
Measurement

Metric (cm)
66-70 71-75 76-80 81-85 86-90 91-95 96-100 101-105 106-110 111-115 116-120 121-125 126-130

Torso Shape V0 V2 V4 V6

Difference of Under Bust & Chest Measurements
Imperial (inch) 0-1.9 2-3.9 4-5.9 6-8

Difference of Under Bust & Chest Measurements
Metric (cm) 0-3.9 5-9.9 10-14.9 15-20



Supply List

Back Band Fabrics: Power net 120gsm, spandex tricot, supplex spandex or similar jersey 
fabrics. With most stretch fabrics, be sure you have quality ballpoint or stretch needles in a 
size 90/14 or higher. The pattern is drafted for a 50% stretch fabric and elastic.

Front Band Fabrics: Stable cotton, tricot or other similar fabrics. To stabilize fabrics from 
stretching, two cross cut pieces may be used on top of each other. A minimal mechanical 
stretch is acceptable, but the bridge needs complete stabilization.

Underwire Channeling: Approximately 1 yard/meter of brushed underwire casing is required 
for housing the underwire.

Underwire: Select an underwire based on the best fit for your breast.

Boning & Casing: This is optional for additional support at the side seam. Plastic boning is 
acceptable, but can bend over time. Metal boning will not buckle and will keep its shape. 
Casing can be created by cutting a 1” or 25mm width of flannel or similar fabric and folding in 
the edges by 1/4” or 6mm.

Armhole Elastic: Approximately 1 yard/meter of 3/8” to 1/2” (10mm to 12mm) plain or 
decorative edge elastic for the armhole.

Band Elastic: The pattern was designed for 1/2” or 12mm band elastic with a 50% stretch. 
Additional sizes can be utilized with modifications detailed on page 8. Approximately 1 to 1.5 
yard/meter is required.

Strap Elastic & Hardware: The strap size is based on the wire the pattern was drafted for. 
Use the chart below to determine the strap size. Approximately 1 to 1.5 yard/meter of elastic 
is required.

Hook & Eye: The hook & eye size is based on the wire that the pattern was drafted for. Use 
the chart below to determine the hook & eye size.

If you are utilizing two different sizes of wires that are designed for two different elastic/hook 
& eye sizes, modify the backs to match each other at the hook & eye by lowering/raising the 
top of the center back.

Wire Size 36-38 Wire 40-48 Wire 50-60 Wire

Hook & Eye Height 2 Rows - 1 1/2” / 3.8cm 3 Rows - 2 1/4” / 5.7cm 4 Rows - 3” / 7.6cm

Strap Width 1/2” / 12mm 3/4” / 18-20mm 1” / 25mm

Printing Instructions

File Types: All files are zipped PDF files (Adobe 6). We have discovered that individuals 
running Windows Vista or older may not have a reader that is compatible with this file format. 
Upon request, we can save as an older PDF version of Adobe 4 or 5. The layer function does 
not work in older versions of Adobe. 
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Zipped files can be unzipped on any Windows or MacOS system. 
MacOS does not have an unzip program inherent in the operating 
system, so a third party application will be required. To download 
on mobile devices, we recommend downloading to DropBox and 
unzipping the files on a computer. They can then be saved to 
DropBox as PDFs for mobile printing.

File Sizes: Three paper sizes are included with each pattern size: 
Letter size, A4 and A1 (22”x33”) or A0 (33”x46”). Not all patterns 
are in A0, as they fit on one A1 page. 

File Printing: When printing, deselect the option “Fit to Canvas” or 
“Scale.” This pattern needs to print at 100% or “Actual Size”. There 
are 1” and 1 cm squares for checking your size after printing. 

Pattern Layout: Most patterns are on a single page, but patterns 
that are too large for a single A4 or letter size paper overlap to 2 
pages. These larger patterns are designed with about a 3/4” or 
20mm overlap. You can trim the patterns on the lines, or carefully 
line up the pattern markings from page to page. 

Size Layers: The feature of layers has been added to these files. To print out only one wire size 
on a page, open a current release of Adobe Reader. On the left hand side of the page, select 
the icon that looks like a stack of papers. You can hide the wire sizes you do not wish to print. In 
the screen shot below, the 30 Wire Layer is turned off. All pattern information and grainlines 
are on the layer Pattern Information.
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Size Key
28 Wire 

30 Wire 

32 Wire 

34 Wire 

36 Wire 

38 Wire 

40 Wire 

42 Wire 

44 Wire 

46 Wire 

48 Wire 

50 Wire 

52 Wire 

54 Wire 

56 Wire 

58 Wire 

60 Wire 



Seam Allowance & Stitches

The seam allowances for the wire curve, side seam and neckline are 1/4” or 6mm. The center 
front of the band is cut on the fold. For cutting the lining and to place a seam at the center 
front of the band in order to conserve fabric, add 1/4” or 6mm seam allowance to the bridge. 
Adding seam allowance will be necessary for cutting the lining, unless you have a large enough 
piece of fabric. 

The seam allowance for the center back is 3/8” or 10mm, which is the average amount required 
to attach the hook and eyes. The hook side generally utilizes 1/2” or 12-14mm and the eye side 
generally utilizes 1/4” or 6mm, averaging the seam allowance at 3/8” or 10mm. *Note that these 
metric amounts are not an exact conversion from imperial.

When sewing a bra, a zigzag or coverstitch is required for attaching elastics and areas of 
stretch. If your machine is capable of a three step zigzag, that is the preferred stitch for 
elastics. A straight stitch is required for sewing the cup and attaching the front and back bands. 
I recommend attaching the hooks & eyes with a straight stitch, then reinforcing them with a 
shallow zigzag stitch on the attaching edges. A small and narrow zigzag stitch is called a bar 
tack and is needed at the ends of the underwire casing and strap attachments.

Stretch for Patterns

The front band of this pattern was drafted for a stable fabric without stretch. The back band 
of this pattern was drafted based on a 50% stretch. The back band needs to account for both 
the stretch of your fabric and your elastic. 

If your band elastic is at 50% and your fabric is more, you would follow the pattern based on 
the average of stretch between the two. To firm up your back band fabric, double layer your 
back band fabric.

To test whether your fabric and elastic matches the stretch that this pattern was designed for, 
place 2 pins in your elastic or fabric 5” or 10cm apart. Stretch the elastic to the point where it 
meets resistance, which is not the full stretch. When you get to the point where you have to 
increase your pull, you have hit the resistance of your stretch. If the pins hit the ruler at 7.5” or 
15cm, your stretch is 50%.

Fabric & Band Elastic Stretch Adjustment

Use the average amount of stretch between the fabric and elastic. Select the amount that 5” 
or 10cm stretches on the charts on the following page. Follow that row over to your band size. 
If the amount is a positive number, that amount needs to be added to the back pattern. If the 
amount is a negative number, that amount needs to be removed from the back pattern. 

Pattern alterations are best to be taken or added to the side seam. Based on the changes 
needed, the strap position also needs to be altered by 1/3 of the total change. 
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Imperial Stretch Chart (inch)

Metric Stretch Chart (cm)
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Metric (cm) Stretch 28 Band 30 Band 32 Band 34 Band 36 Band 38 Band 40 Band

11 10% 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.8

12 20% 2.5 2.7 2.9 3 3.2 3.4 3.6

13 30% 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.2 2.3 2.4

14 40% 0.8 0.9 1 1 1.1 1.1 1.2

15 50% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 60% -0.8 -0.9 -1 -1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.2

17 70% -1.7 -1.8 -1.9 -2 -2.2 -2.3 -2.4

18 80% -2.5 -2.7 -2.9 -3 -3.2 -3.4 -3.6

19 90% -3.3 -3.6 -3.8 -4.1 -4.3 -4.6 -4.8

20 100% -4.1 -4.4 -4.8 -5.1 -5.4 -5.7 -6

Metric (cm) Stretch 42 Band 44 Band 46 Band 48 Band 50 Band 52 Band

11 10% 5.1 5.3 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.4

12 20% 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8

13 30% 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.2

14 40% 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6

15 50% 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 60% -1.3 -1.3 -1.4 -1.5 -1.5 -1.6

17 70% -2.5 -2.7 -2.8 -2.9 -3 -3.2

18 80% -3.8 -4 -4.2 -4.4 -4.6 -4.8

19 90% -5.1 -5.3 -5.6 -5.8 -6.1 -6.4

20 100% -6.4 -6.7 -7 -7.3 -7.6 -7.9

Imperial (inch) Stretch 28 Band 30 Band 32 Band 34 Band 36 Band 38 Band 40 Band

5 1/2 10% 1  5/16 1  3/8 1  1/2 1 5/8 1 11/16 1 13/16 1 7/8

6 20% 1      1  1/16 1  1/8 1  3/16 1  1/4 1  3/8 1  7/16

6 1/2 30% 5/8  11/16  3/4  13/16  7/8  7/8  15/16

7 40% 5/16   3/8   3/8   3/8   7/16   7/16  1/2

7 1/2 50% 0      0      0      0      0      0      0      

8 60% -  5/16 -  3/8 -  3/8 -  3/8 -  7/16 -  7/16 -  1/2

8 1/2 70% - 5/8 - 11/16 - 3/4 - 13/16 - 7/8 - 7/8 - 15/16

9 80% - 1      - 1  1/16 - 1  1/8 - 1  3/16 - 1  1/4 - 1  3/8 - 1  7/16

9 1/2 90% - 1  5/16 -1  3/8 - 1  1/2 - 1 5/8 - 1 11/16 - 1 13/16 - 1 7/8

10 100% - 1 5/8 - 1 3/4 - 1 7/8 - 2      - 2  1/8 - 2  1/4 - 2  3/8

Imperial (inch) Stretch 42 Band 44 Band 46 Band 48 Band 50 Band 52 Band
5 1/2 10% 2      2  1/8 2  3/16 2  5/16 2  3/8 2  1/2

6 20% 1  1/2 1  9/16 1 5/8 1 3/4 1 13/16 1 7/8
6 1/2 30% 1      1  1/16 1  1/8 1  1/8 1  3/16 1  1/4

7 40%   1/2   1/2   9/16   9/16  5/8  5/8
7 1/2 50% 0      0      0      0      0      0      

8 60% -  1/2 -  1/2 -  9/16 -  9/16 - 5/8 - 5/8
8 1/2 70% - 1      - 1  1/16 - 1  1/8 - 1  1/8 - 1  3/16 - 1  1/4

9 80% - 1  1/2 - 1  9/16 - 1 5/8 - 1 3/4 - 1 13/16 - 1 7/8
9 1/2 90% - 2      - 2  1/8 - 2  3/16 - 2  5/16 - 2  3/8 - 2  1/2

10 100% - 2  1/2 - 2 5/8 - 2 3/4 - 2 7/8 - 3      - 3  1/8



Following the previous charts, take the amount of change determined by the chart and 
alter the side seam of the back. A negative number decreases the side seam and a positive 
number increases the side seam. To determine the strap point, divide the amount by 3 and 
adjust the strap point in the back accordingly.

Upper Torso Shape Adjustment

The pattern’s torso shape was drafted for the lower number in each range. To customize your 
pattern to fit your exact measurement differences subtract the smaller number in the range 
you are modifying, from your own measurement difference. Some of you may have a negative 
number. In that case you will be making the following change in the opposite direction to make 
the band smaller. The form in the product listing will give you the total amount of change 
needed.

Divide the result from either this chart or the calculator online by 4 to determine the quarter 
of the body change. On the front band, you will increase the top portion of the band by that 
quarter amount change. The side seam length should remain the same as the original pattern.
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Positive Number Change Negative Number Change

Under Bust 
Measurement

Chest Measurement

Difference of Chest 
minus Under Bust

Amount of Torso 
Difference

Your Difference Minus 
Pattern Difference

Divide by 4



On the back band, you will increase the top of the back band by the reduced quarter amount 
based on your stretch. Multiply the quarter amount by the column called reduced ratio. These 
are based on the stretch determined on page 6. 

Stretch Amount Reduced Ratio

10% 0.95

20% 0.9

30% 0.85

40% 0.8

50% 0.75

60% 0.7

70% 0.65

80% 0.6

90% 0.55

100% 0.5

Narrow or Wide Bridge Adjustment

The bands for a Regular Wire were designed for average spacing of breasts at the bridge 
which is 3/4” or 19mm spacing. The bands for all Vertical Wires were designed for close 
spacing of the breasts at the bridge which is 1/2” or 12mm spacing. 1/2” or 12mm spacing is the 
closest spacing that can be sewn with wires.

To adjust the bridge for your own shape, determine how your breast spacing compares. If 
there is no space between your breasts, you would need to use a narrow bridge of 1/2” or 
12mm. If you have a finger’s width of spacing between the breasts, you would need to have 
the average spacing of 3/4” or 19mm. If you have wide set breasts of two fingers, increase 
your spacing to 1” or 25mm. If your spacing is more than two fingers, increase your spacing by 
1/2” or 12mm for each additional finger spacing.

To alter a pattern from 3/4” or 19mm to 1/2” or 12mm, remove half the difference of 1/8” or 
3mm* from the center front of the bridge. To increase the width from 1/2” or 12mm to 3/4” 
or 19mm, increase the center front of the bridge by 1/8” or 3mm*. To increase a pattern to 1” 
or 25mm from 3/4” or 19mm, increase the center bridge by 1/8” or 3mm*. *Note that these 
metric amounts are not an exact conversion from imperial.

Bridge Width No Space 1 Finger Space 2 Finger Space 3 Finger Space

Regular Wire 3/4” or 19mm -1/8” or 3mm no change + 1/8” or 3mm + 3/8” or 10mm

Vertical Wire 1/2” or 12mm no change + 1/8” or 3mm + 1/4” or 6mm + 1/2” or 12mm
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Band Elastic Width Adjustment

The patterns were designed for 1/2” or 12mm band and strap elastic. To alter the band elastic, 
subtract the size of the chosen elastic from the amount the pattern was designed for. Add 
that amount times two, to the hem line. For example, if the band elastic chosen is 3/4” and the 
pattern was designed for 1/2”, then add 1/2” to the hemline of the band. If the chosen band 
elastic is 18mm and the pattern was designed for 12mm, then add 12mm to the hemline. This 
accounts for the band width at the bottom of the wire plus the increase in seam allowance. 

To decrease the elastic size, the band at the bottom of the band must remain at a finished 
1/2” or 12mm, but the seam allowance can decrease by 1/8” or 3mm.

Elastic Width 3/8” or 10mm 1/2” or 12mm 3/4” or 18-20mm 7/8” or 22mm 1” or 25mm 

Hem Adjustment -1/8” or 3mm no change +1/2” or 12-16mm +3/4” or 20mm +1” or 25mm

Wire Line Adjustments

The wire line on the patterns have the standard basic balance point of the wire style. 
When fitting a wire around the breast, there are sometimes alterations that need to 
be made to the balance point based on the shape of the breast root. 

The wire may need to be sprung open for the wire to fit the breast root, it may need 
to be rotated and on the rare occasion, the wire may need to be flipped to properly 
house the breast tissue. No two breasts are the same, so the same bra will not fit 
everyone.

Review the position of the wire on the breast root in a mirror and note the tilt or 
balance of the wire on your body. This needs to match the band pattern. Also 
recognize if you are stretching the wire to fit around the breast or if it fits snuggly 
without alteration.

Alter the band to fit to the shape of the wire for all alternative wire alignments as 
pictured in the following examples.
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Traditional Wire Shape Sprung Wire Shape

Adjusted Band for Sprung Wire Shape

Traditional Wire Shape Flipped and Rotated Wire Shape

Adjusted Band for Flipped and Rotated Wire Shape

Traditional Wire Balance Tilted Wire Balance

Adjusted Band for Tilted Wire Balance
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Fitting Band Pattern Adjustment

When sewing a bra for the first time, I recommend creating a fitting band prior to 
sewing a full bra to make sure the band and wire fits properly. A fitting band, once 
you determine is a good fit, can be used over and over again for fitting cups. This 
allows you to switch out the cup without needing to sew the entire bra over and 
over again.

For a more secure seam for attaching and reattaching the cups, add an additional 
1/8” or 3mm of seam allowance to the wire line of the band.

Cutting Instructions

The grainline on the patterns indicate the direction of least stretch. This is usually parallel 
to the selvage/finished edge. There are exceptions with certain stretch fabrics. The 
greatest stretch should go around the body. 

Cut the lining in the opposite grainline to restrict stretch for the front. The following 
illustrations show examples of layout based on the stretch of the fabric.

Power Net - lay pattern with 50%
matching stretch across fabric

Fashion Fabric with stretch across fabric
Center front cut on the fold

Lining Fabric with stretch across fabric
Added 1/4” or 6mm Seam Allowance

to the center front of the band



Step 3-Fitting Band

Baste stitch the fronts together around  
the edges to secure both layers.

Step 4-Fitting Band

Sew the side seams together at the seam 
allowance of 1/4” or 6mm. 

Sewing a Fitting Band
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Stop sewing 1/2” from end

Step 2-Fitting Band

Sew the tops of the bridge together with 
face sides together, then flip the face sides 
out and press. (Face refers to the front of 
the fabric.)

Step 1-Fitting Band

Sew the center front seam of the band 
lining together, ending the stitch 1/2” or 
12mm before the end of the seam. Press 
the seam open. If the main fabric for the 
band is cut with seam allowance, repeat 
this step for the main fabric.
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Optional: Side Seam Boning
Step 5-Fitting Band

Sew the edge of the boning casing to the 
seam allowance of the side seam, on the 
side of the front. Stitch and fold towards 
the back and stitch the second side of the 
casing to the back band from the top to 
the bottom of the seam.

Step 6-Fitting Band

If you opted not to include boning at the 
side seam, you may wish to top stitch the 
side seam down. With the face side of the 
band elastic facing the front of the bra, 
attach the elastic with the decorative edge 
facing towards the top of the band, as 
pictured. 

Step 7-Fitting Band

At the center front of the band, stop 
sewing the elastic right before the center 
seam. Repeat for the remaining side, 
making sure not to stitch the elastics 
together.

Step 8-Fitting Band
 

Fold the elastics back at the center front 
and cut into the center front up to the 
stitches if the front was cut on the fold. 

Stop Sewing Here

Fold elastics back
Slash the center front up to

the stitch line



Step 9-Fitting Band

Flip the elastic to the back of the band. At 
the center front, overlap the two pieces of 
elastic and pin in place.
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Step 10-Fitting Band

Stitch the elastic down around the bottom 
of the band. After stitching, trim down the 
elastics at the center front.

Step 11-Fitting Band
Place picot or brushed elastic with the face 
side against the front of the bra at the 
armhole. Stitch and flip the elastic to the 
back of the bra and place a second stitch 
to hold the elastic in place.

Step 12-Fitting Band

Prepare a short piece of strap elastic, 
approximately 6-8” or 15cm-20cm in 
length. Place the strap elastic over the 
edge by 1/4” or 6mm on the back strap 
curve. Stitch it in place. 

Flip elastic to back
Overlap, trim and stitch



Step 14-Fitting Band

Attach the hooks & eyes to the back of the 
bra. Open the hooks and eyes and place 
over the edges of the center back. Stitch 
with a straight stitch with the needle offset 
from the center to keep from stitching on 
the metal hardware.

Step 15-Fitting Band

Stitch the underwire channeling to the 
edge of the wire line on the band at 1/4” 
or 6mm away from the edge if you added 
an additional 1/8” or 3mm to the seam 
allowance of the wire line. If the 1/8” or 
3mm was not added, stitch at 1/8” or 
3mm. Review the following page for fitting 
recommendations.

Step 13-Fitting Band

Add a ring to the top of the elastic, fold 
the elastic down over the ring and securely 
stitch it down on the back side of the band. 
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Trouble Shooting the Fit of Your Band

When testing the fit of the band and wire, fold the wire casing down to the band 
and insert the wire. Try the band on and make sure to align the wire around the 
breast root. 

Bridge Width Alteration

Evaluate the bridge width. If it is too wide, pinch the fabric at the center front. If it is 
too narrow, cut the bridge in half and space it to fit comfortably on the inner shape 
of the breast. Use surgical tape to hold the bridge in place and evaluate the space 
added to the center front. 

Record that amount added or removed and divide by two. Add or remove the half 
amount from the bridge pattern piece.

Wire sitting away from breast tissue

Solution: Widen the bridge

Wire sitting on breast tissue - The wires
may appear to be flipping over or having a sword

fight with each other

Solution: Narrow the bridge

Wire sitting on breast tissue

Solution: Select a larger wire

Side seam too wide

Solution: “Upper Torso Proportion Alteration”
If the measurement chart placed you in this pattern
and your band does not fit properly at the sides, 

you may have a unique body shape which 
does not fit into the mold. Follow the 

alteration for both the band and cup patterns. Wire on one side below the breast tissue

Solution: Offset the bridge so the wire sits 
below the breast tissue on both sides. This may require a 

change in wire on one side.
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Wire Fitting
 
Evaluate that the wire lays correctly around the breast. If the wire is too tight and 
sits on the breast tissue, you have three options. The first option is to reevaluate 
that the wire is the correct wire for your breast. If the next wire up fits better, 
change the band size for the new wire and retest for fit.
The second option is to select the pattern for the next wire size up. This option will 
require shortening of the top of the wire line at both the side and center front.

Selecting the first or second option to alter the band will result in changing the wire 
used for the band. Be sure to select the same wire for the cup patterns.

The third option affects the upper torso pattern recommendation. If you adjust the 
pattern according this change, you will need to follow the instructions for the cup 
for the “Upper Torso Band Proportion Alteration.” The third option is to pinch fabric 
from the top of the side seam of the band so the wire springs to the outside of the 
breast tissue.

Upper Torso Side Seam Alteration 

When fitting the band, be sure that the side seam remains taut. If you used the 
recommended band size for your torso shape and the side seam is too wide at 
the top of the band but the wire fits well, pinch out the excess in the form of a dart 
at the side seam. The amount you pinch out needs to follow the chart on the cup 
instructions to create a balance of our measurements. Follow the instructions for 
the cup for the “Upper Torso Band Proportion Alteration.”

Offset the Bridge Alteration 

Offsetting the bridge involves moving the center of the bridge up on the side of the 
body in which the breast root sits highter. To alter the pattern, blend the shapes 
at the bottom of the bridge and raise the bridge on the shorter side. This would 
require bartacking the underwire lower on one side to keep the wire in position.
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Sewing a Full Bra

Step 1

Sew the center front seam of the band 
lining together, ending the stitch 1/2” or 
12mm before the end of the seam. Press 
the seam open. If the main fabric for the 
band is cut with seam allowance, repeat 
this step for the main fabric.

Step 2

Sew the tops of the bridge together with 
face sides together, then flip the face sides 
out and press. (Face refers to the front of 
the fabric.)

Stop sewing 1/2” from end

Step 3

Baste stitch the fronts together around  
the edges to secure both layers.

Step 4

Sew the side seams together at the seam 
allowance of 1/4” or 6mm. 
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Optional: Side Seam Boning
Step 5

Sew the edge of the boning casing to the 
seam allowance of the side seam, on the 
side of the front. Stitch and fold towards 
the back and stitch the second side of the 
casing to the back band from the top to 
the bottom of the seam.

Step 6

If you opted not to include boning at the 
side seam, you may wish to top stitch the 
side seam down. With the face side of the 
band elastic facing the front of the bra, 
attach the elastic with the decorative edge 
facing towards the top of the band, as 
pictured. 

Step 7

At the center front of the band, stop 
sewing the elastic right before the center 
seam. Repeat for the remaining side, 
making sure not to stitch the elastics 
together.

Step 8
 

Fold the elastics back at the center front 
and cut into the center front up to the 
stitches if the front was cut on the fold. 

Stop Sewing Here

Fold elastics back
Slash the center front up to

the stitch line
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Step 9

Flip the elastic to the back of the band. At 
the center front, overlap the two pieces of 
elastic and pin in place.

Step 10

Stitch the elastic down around the bottom 
of the band. After stitching, trim down the 
elastics at the center front.

Flip elastic to back
Overlap, trim and stitch

Step 11

Line up the cup wire line to the wire line of 
the band, starting at the underarm. Pin the 
right side of the cup to the right side of the 
band and stitch the cup in at 1/4” or 6mm 
seam allowance. 

Step 12

Attach the underwire channeling to the 
wire line on the cup side of the seam. Stitch 
the edge of the channeling, lining up the 
channeling to the stitch line of the cup.
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Step 13a - Average Bridge

Fold the channeling towards the band and 
sew a second stitch on the other edge of 
the channeling to the band.

Step 13b - Narrow Bridge

If the bridge is narrow, the channeling will 
overlap at the bridge. Pin the channeling 
at the overlap. Sew the second row on the 
channeling up to the overlap peak, pivot 
and stitch the channeling on the other 
cup. The casing will need to be secured as 
overlapped once the wires are inserted.

Step 15

Prepare a short piece of strap elastic, 
approximately 6-8” or 15-20cm in length. 
Place the strap elastic over the edge by 
1/4” or 6mm on the back strap curve. Stitch 
it in place. 

Step 14
Place picot or brushed elastic with the face 
side against the front of the bra at the 
armhole. Stitch and flip the elastic to the 
back of the bra and place a second stitch 
to hold the elastic in place. Bar tack the 
casing down at the underarm to ensure the 
wire cannot slide out.
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Step 18

Insert the wire at the front of the bra. Bar 
tack the center front of the casing to the 
bra and trim down the casing to match 
the bridge. If the casing is overlapped, be 
sure to overlap it before securing. The bra 
is complete. Front strap attachment is 
covered in the cup instructions.

Step 16

Add a ring to the top of the elastic, fold 
the elastic down over the ring and securely 
stitch it down on the back side of the band. 

Step 17

Attach the hooks & eyes to the back of the 
bra. Open the hooks and eyes and place 
over the edges of the center back. Stitch 
with a straight stitch with the needle offset 
from the center to keep from stitching on 
the metal hardware.


